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SLATE FINISH 

 

MATERIAL & FUNCTION 

SLATE FINISH is a hard, high gloss self shining water based acrylic sealer finish 

which gives a lasting and highly durable finish and affords easy maintenance to 

surfaces which have been sealed with ENDURE, HD SEALER, SLATE SEAL 

GLOSS, SLATE SEAL GOLD, ENHANCE  or PREMIUM MULTI SEAL. 

SLATE FINISH is easy to apply and adds extra lustre and gloss to the slate surface 

and provides a wearing surface over the ENDURE, HD SEALER, SLATE SEAL 

GLOSS, SLATE SEAL GOLD, ENHANCE  or PREMIUM MULTI SEAL thereby 

reducing the tendency of scratches to appear.  For lighter coloured slate it will also 

reduce the tendency for black heel marking to occur. 

APPLICATION 

Using a clean dry mop; apply a thin even coat of SLATE FINISH.  Allow to dry (1 

hour), then apply a second thin coat in the opposite direction to the first.  Allow the 

SLATE FINISH to fully harden (overnight) before floor receives full traffic.  To 

remove SLATE FINISH, use a solution of STRIP- IT prepared and used in accordance 

with the directions outlined on the label.  

DO NOT USE when temperature is lower than 13
o
C or relative humidity is more than 

85% as product may remain milky or turn powdery. Use of SLATE FINISH is not 

recommended on exterior floors or stairs. It is formulated for interior use only.  

Ideally the SLATE FINISH should be removed before retreating with sealer, using a 

floor polish stripper such as STRIP IT. SLATE FINISH does not have to be stripped 

from PREMIUM MULTI SEAL before resealing. 

PACKAGING 

1 Litre, 5 Litre,  & 200 Litre containers. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO CUSTOMER 

Since the use of this product is beyond the control of either seller or manufacturer, their only obligation 
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shall be to replace any quantity of product which is proven defective. They cannot assume any risk or 

liability in excess of the purchase price of the product itself, which does not include labour or any 

consequential damages resulting from the use of this product. Determining the suitability of this product 

for any intended use shall be solely the responsibility of the user.  ALWAYS TEST FIRST 
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